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Abstract
If a mobile computing device knows how it is positioned and oriented in relation to other devices nearby,
then it can provide enhanced support for multi-device
and multi-user interactions. Existing systems that provide position information to mobile computers are reliant
on externally deployed infrastructure, such as beacons
or sensors in the environment. We introduce the Relate
system, which provides fine-grained relative position information to co-located devices on the basis of peer-topeer sensing, thus overcoming dependence on any external infrastructure. The system is realised as a hardware/software plug-in, using ultrasound for peer-to-peer
sensing, USB to interface with standard mobile devices,
and data abstraction and inferencing to map sensor data
to a spatial model that maintains both quantitative and
qualitative relationships. We present a set of services and
applications to demonstrate the utility of the system. We
report experimental results on the accuracy of the relative position and orientation estimates, and other aspects
of system performance.

1 Introduction
The significance of location information to mobile computers has been established through a large body of research over the last fifteen years. In many cases, it is
not the absolute location of a device that becomes used
for spatially-aware applications, but rather their relative
position with respect to other devices. Relative position
information can be used to facilitate easy configuration
and connection of devices that come into proximity, and
to enhance interaction in situations where there are many
devices. There are benefits for single users having multiple mobile devices, as well as for multiple co-located
users each having their own device. Applications span
from planned multi-device or multi-user tasks to spontaneous interaction and collaboration. Some specific ap-

plication examples include synchronisation of multiple
devices through meaningful spatial arrangement [10, 20],
and configuring connectivity and interaction between devices being used by collaborating mobile users [2, 24].
Location information provided by existing systems is
generally too coarse-grained to be useful for devices that
are already co-located. For example, GPS or WiFi signals can be used to infer a general sense of nearness but
are not sufficient for fine-grained modelling of spatial
relationships; to support operations and interactions on
the scale of personal devices, an accuracy on the order
of ten centimetres is ideal. Certain indoor location systems are capable of providing such fine-grained location
and orientation information sufficient for elaborate relative positioning tasks [1, 4, 15, 18]. Systems have also
been developed specifically for sensing co-located devices, especially in physical user interfaces. These have
used a number of techniques, including computer vision [20, 21, 25, 26], physical contact or weight [10, 23],
optical mouse tracking [5], and short-range electromagnetic signals [12, 17]. Many of these systems have a high
cost due to their sensor density, specialised transducers,
or installation and calibration effort. Moreover, all of
these systems require static, pre-installed infrastructure,
restricting applications to specifically instrumented, indoor environments. For mobile users, systems requiring
instrumentation of the environment are inhibiting.
This paper describes the Relate system which we have
designed to enable co-located mobile computing devices
to directly establish their spatial relationships, without
need for infrastructure in their environment. The system
is based on wireless sensor devices implemented as USB
peripherals (dongles) that can be readily used to extend
mobile computers (hosts) with peer-to-peer sensing. The
dongles are designed to perform best when the devices
are positioned approximately in the same plane. Mobile
computers augmented with Relate that are within an interaction range of about two meters discover each other
to form a dynamic Relate network. This network is in-

2 System Architecture
The Relate system architecture is depicted in figure 1. It
provides relative positioning capability to mobile computers based on a layered architecture, with each layer
providing a clear set of functions to the layer above. The
four layers from bottom to top are:
1. The sensor layer performs distance and angle-ofarrival measurements between dongles, and collects
measurements from participating dongles as an input stream to the layer above.
2. The model layer feeds data provided by the sensor
layer through a data processing pipeline, and maps
sensor data to a representation of the spatial configuration of hosts. The pipeline involves computation
of relative coordinates, abstraction of qualitative information, and inference of information over time.
3. The service layer provides access to the spatial
model. This happens directly through event and
query mechanisms, and indirectly through spatiallyaware communication services that implicitly use
the model.
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dependent of any other networks that the involved hosts
may have available or established between them. The
Relate network is used to coordinate and collect range
and angle-of-arrival measurements using ultrasonic signals between the dongles, and also to share information
such as host and user names. Each mobile host in a Relate network uses this information to independently establish and maintain a spatial model of the network.
The spatial model maintained by mobile hosts is a
real-time representation of the spatial configuration of all
hosts in a Relate network. The model represents hosts in
a two-dimensional coordinate system relative to the local host device. It accounts for changes such as arrival
and departure of hosts, and it provides both quantitative
and qualitative information. This includes fine-grained
position and orientation of the devices in a relative coordinate space, host and user names, and spatial relationships such as left of, right of, approaching,
and moving away. Applications can make direct use of
the spatial model through query and event mechanisms
but they can also use it indirectly through spatially-aware
services, which provide functionalities such as sending a
message to all devices within half a metre.
The Relate system architecture is laid out in section 2, and each of its components, from the sensor layer
through the spatial modelling layer to application services are described in detail in sections 3 to 5. An experimental evaluation of the system is presented in section 6.
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Figure 1: The Relate System Architecture.

4. In the application layer, user-level programs utilise
services in the layer below to implement spatiallyaware behaviour.
As mentioned above, the functional architecture maps
to a physical structure of mobile hosts augmented with
sensing dongles. The Relate dongles cooperatively implement the functionality of the sensor layer. All other
layers are implemented in the mobile host which is a mobile computing device with a USB interface. Note that
these layers, unlike the sensor layer, do not necessarily
require cooperation. Each host maintains a Relate model
computed independently of other hosts, and supports services and applications on top of its model. Spatial awareness is obviously of interest for applications that involve
communication or collaboration between mobile hosts,
however applications can also be stand-alone. An example for a stand-alone application is a visualisation of the
Relate network which a host can generate from its model
without cooperation above the sensor layer.
A Relate system involves various forms of inter-device
communication. A host is connected to its dongle via
USB. It is assumed that this connection is stable during
a single session, although there is no mandate that a host
be paired repeatedly with any particular dongle. Interdongle operation in the sensor layer is broadcast-based
and involves two separate channels. An RF channel is
used for coordination of peer-to-peer sensing and sensor
data exchange, and the actual sensing is performed using
an ultrasonic channel. The dongle network is ad hoc and
dynamic. Neither dongles nor hosts need a priori knowl-

edge to establish communication, and the participating
devices may change due to user mobility.
A Relate system may optionally involve host-to-host
communication via IP to support spatially-aware communication and collaboration. They can also use IP connectivity for sharing of sensor data in addition to the sensor data propagation provided by the dongle network,
to improve overall availability of sensor data for spatial
modelling. If hosts do not have an IP connection however, they can only support stand-alone services and applications.
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As explained earlier, each dongle is an ad hoc wireless
sensing add-on to a mobile host for which it collects data.
This involves a custom hardware device and protocols for
ad hoc networking and distributed sensing.

3.1 Relate Dongles
A Relate USB dongle is shown in figure 2. It is composed
of a circuitboard with a microcontroller and RF module
(a Smart-Its Particle1 ), and a separate circuitboard with
sensors and a USB interface. The dongle casing is about
5.5 × 3.5 × 1.5 cm in size, and has a standard A-type
USB connector on one side. The other three sides of the
dongle each have a one-centimetre ultrasonic transducer,
arranged to cover the space left, right and in front of the
USB port on the host device. 2 As mentioned above, the
dongles perform best when they lie approximately in the
same plane.
Figure 3 depicts the hardware architecture of the dongle, which is based around a PIC18F452 microcontroller.
Unlike many previous systems utilising ultrasonic ranging for location sensing, the interface circuitry to the
transducers in the Relate dongle is bidirectional. To emit
ultrasound, the PIC’s digital output pins drive the transducers through buffering transistors. To detect ultrasonic
pulses, the transistor buffers are used to put the transducers into a tri-state mode, and the PIC samples the signals
present on the transducer terminals.
The PIC is also connected to an RFM radio transceiver
operating in the 868.35 MHz ISM band. The transceiver
provides wireless synchronisation and communication
between the dongles in the Relate network. Finally,
the dongle’s PIC communicates with its host via an
FT232BM, which is an RS232-to-USB bridge chip.
Host device drivers for the bridge are readily available
for Windows, Linux, and Macintosh operating systems.
Upon connection of the bridge to the USB bus of the
host, the drivers create a virtual serial port which provides the interface to services and applications.

Figure 2: The Relate hardware is packaged as a USB
dongle (top). The microcontroller and sensing components are on separate circuitboards (bottom) which snap
together to fit inside the dongle casing.
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Figure 3: The Relate dongle integrates a wireless embedded computing core with ultrasonic transducers and
a USB interface.

3.2 Dongle Network
The dongle devices communicate over a peer-to-peer network with random access. The network provides precise time synchronisation to all nodes (less than 4µs)
and utilises a slotted TDMA collision avoidance protocol with 13 ms packet length and 64 byte payload per
packet. Relate-specific protocol functions implemented
on top of this network include Relate network discovery
and management, coordination of ultrasonic sensing, and
collection of sensor data.
When a Relate dongle gets access to the network it
utilises a number of time slots for data transmission
and for ultrasonic signalling. Minimally, seven slots are
used: two for RF communication, three for ultrasonic
signalling, one for USB communication, and a final one
for preparation of the next transmission cycle (see figure 4). The first RF packet is used for transmission of
observed network state as a table of device IDs each with
a timestamp of their last sighting. Receiving nodes use
this table to update their own view of the network. This is
followed by a packet that communicates range and angleof-arrival measurements that have been taken since the
dongle last had access to the network. 3 Receiving dongles collect this to provide their hosts with measurements
from across the network. The remaining time slots are
reserved for ultrasonic sensing and USB communication
with the host, described further below.
When a Relate dongle first connects to a network it
interrupts the protocol cycle described above to send a
time request packet. This prompts devices on the network to set a flag to use their next transmission cycle
to include real-time clock information in their network
state packet. By this means, all dongles are synchronised
to a global “dongle network time” to keep track of when
other dongles have last been sighted on the network. This
information is required to maintain a shared and consistent understanding of how many nodes are present on the
network, as the protocol adapts to network size.
The network state table is shared in a multi-hop fashion. For example, if dongle A does not have direct
RF communication to dongle B, it still keeps a record
of when dongle B was last seen, based on the network
state packets received from the other dongles. Dongle
A also broadcasts this information in its own network
state packets. This multi-hop network state information
is used to implement fair access, with each device backing off for the number of slots required for all other dongles to have a complete transmission cycle.
Another function of the Relate protocol is to propagate host information through the dongle network. Each
dongle receives information from its host device once it
becomes connected to it. This includes host name, user
name and IP address. This information is sent at a certain

interval (in our current implementation every five seconds) as a host information packet over the dongle network. Receiving dongles pass this information on to their
hosts. Hosts store the information about one another in
their model layer, and use the transmitted IP addresses to
test availability of an IP connection between one another.

3.3 Ultrasonic Sensing
After a Relate dongle has obtained network access and
used two time slots to transmit RF packets, the following
three time slots are devoted to ultrasonic sensing. In each
time slot, the transmitting device emits ultrasound from
all its transducers simultaneously. The other dongles use
the two RF packets as a trigger to listen for ultrasonic
pulses. Because of the analogue sampling limitations of
the PIC18F, the dongles can only monitor one of their
transducers at a time. Therefore three consecutive 13 ms
time slots are used for emission of ranging pulses, in order for the receiving dongles to gather data using all three
of their transducers.
The receiving dongles use data only from transducers on which they detect ultrasonic pulses of sufficient
strength, and measure the peak signal values and the
times-of-flight of the ultrasonic pulses sent by the transmitting device. The smallest time-of-flight is then used
to calculate a range estimate. In addition, an angle-ofarrival estimate is derived using the known orientation
of transducers on the dongle and calculated based on
the relative spread of peak signal values measured across
these transducers.

3.4 Data Collection
Relate devices collect sensor data as six-tuples including
the IDs of the transmitting dongle and receiving dongle,
the range and angle-of-arrival estimates, the number of
transducers at which a sufficiently strong pulse was detected, and a timestamp. Each dongle maintains a buffer
into which it writes its own sensor observations made
when another dongle emits ultrasonic pulses, as well as
sensor data received from other dongles via radio.
All dongles use a dedicated time slot after ultrasonic
sensing to transmit sensor data from their buffer over the
USB link to their host. At any time, the content of the
buffers across the dongle network will vary to an extent
due to the delay between local calculation of sensor data
and its propagation to other dongles in the network. As
a result, the data received by hosts in the Relate network
will include measurements taken by other dongles in the
sensor network (and not only by the directly attached
dongle). However, the data will not be absolutely consistent across hosts at any particular time, as local sensor
readings are available ahead of remote ones.
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Figure 4: Relate dongles use a slotted protocol for data transmission over RF and ultrasonic sensing.

4 Spatial Modelling Layer

Table 1: Device attributes captured in the Relate model.

Relate hosts use the sensor data provided by the dongle
network to generate and maintain a spatial model as a
real-time representation of the spatial configuration of all
devices in a Relate network. This involves a data processing pipeline with four consecutive stages for cyclic
updates of the model.

Attribute
host name
host type
user name
IP address

4.1 Relate Model

dongle ID
dongle orient

Dongle information: ID of the
host’s dongle, and dongle orientation in relation to its host

position
orientation

(x, y) coordinates and orientation of the device in a relative
coordinate system with the local device at the origin

The Relate model is a list of labelled directed graphs.
Each graph represents the spatial arrangement of devices
in a Relate network at a particular point in time. The list
represents an ordered history of spatial information, with
the most recent graph in the list representing the current
arrangement of devices. A graph may be incomplete as
it is dependent on information provided from the sensor layer. The nodes in the graph represent devices and
the edges indicate spatial relationships between devices.
Both nodes and edges are labelled with attribute-value
pairs to capture properties of devices and their relations.
The attributes of devices are summarised in table 1.
The relationships between devices fall into three categories. First, relationships between one device and another can be derived from raw sensor data, and expressed as a six-tuple data object: transmitting and receiving dongle IDs, range, angle-of-arrival, number of
receiving transducers, and time stamp. Each pair of devices can be associated with up to two measurements,
as measurements are directed. Second quantitative relationships can be expressed as the distance between
devices, and bearing of one device with respect to another in the local coordinate system. Third, qualitative relationships describe the relative spatial arrangement of one device with respect to another (left of,
in front of, right of), and of relative movement
(approaching, moving away).
The Relate model is continuously updated by processing the stream of sensor data generated by the sensor layer below. The sensor data is processed in a

Description
Host information: the type
refers to class of device, e.g.
notebook or PDA

staged pipeline with each stage computing certain information for the model. Each processing cycle through
this pipeline results in a new graph that is indexed and
timestamped, and added to the list. Previously computed
graphs are maintained in the list to facilitate reasoning
about spatiotemporal information such as relative device
trajectories. Over time, graphs may become invalid for
temporal reasoning and removed.
For illustration of the graph representation, an example is shown in figure 5. Hosts with dongles are represented as nodes and their relationships as a set of directed or bidirectional edges. The lower part of the figure depicts several quantitative and qualitative relations
between node 5 and node 1. The two topmost edges represent measurements taken by node 1 observing node 5
and vice versa. As the example shows, range estimates
can vary due to measurement error. Other relationships
shown include distance as well as qualitative relations,
all resulting from processing of raw sensor data.
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Figure 5: An example for the graph representation in the
Relate spatial model: hosts with dongles are represented
as nodes and their relationships as a set of directed or
bidirectional edges.

4.2 Data Processing Pipeline
The processing pipeline for the spatial model consists
of four stages, with the first one operating on the data
provided by the sensor layer, and the following ones
each operating on the output of the previous stage. The
pipeline generates and maintains the Relate model as
summarised in figure 6.

4.2.1 Aggregation
The initial pipeline stage generates a new graph at the
start of each processing cycle and adds it to the Relate
model’s list, indexed with the next increment. It continuously reads sensor data packets provided by the sensor
layer from the USB interface. Each packet represents a
measurement described as a six-tuple. The data it contains is extracted and added to the model in the form of
new device relationships. Sensor data is aggregated for
the current graph until a specified condition is met that
triggers the next processing stage in the pipeline, and a
new cycle for sensor data aggregation. This condition
can be time-based (e.g. “trigger every 500 ms”), datadriven (e.g. “trigger every 100 data packets”), or a combination of both (“trigger every second or when 50 new
data packets have been aggregated”). When this condition is met, then the current graph is completed with recent sensor data objects from the previous graphs to
ensure that the newly inserted graph contains a complete
set of sensor measurements irrespective of the duration
of an aggregation cycle or the number of newly gathered
sensor data packets.

Figure 6: Sensor data is processed in staged pipeline to
compute Relate model updates.

4.2.2 Positioning
The second stage operates on the sensor data objects
in the Relate graph to compute quantitative spatial attributes and relations, i.e. device relative positions and
orientations. The range and angle-of-arrival measurements can be used to arrive at a solution for the relative positions and orientations of the devices using a system of equations. More specifically, the range d ij between device i, located at (x i , yi ), and device j, located
at (xj , yj ), can be defined as follows:
dij =


(xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 .

(1)

Also, the reception angle ψ ij at device i with respect
to device j can be related to θ i , the orientation of device
i with respect to the the coordinate system used by the
local host:
ψij = φij (xi , yi , xj , yj ) − θi ,

(2)

where φij is the angle of the vector drawn from device
i to device j, as shown in figure 7. As indicated in the
equation, φij is a function of the locations of the devices
i and j, and can be calculated using trigonometry.
Since the devices in the system report measurements
of the ranges d ij and the angles-of-arrival ψ ij , a nonlinear regression algorithm can be applied to arrive at
estimates for the devices’ 2D relative locations and orientations. The regression process converges toward location and orientation estimates which minimise the sum of
the squares of the residuals (i.e. the difference between
devices’ measured ranges and angles, and the ranges and
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lations, which are inserted in the model before the final
stage of the pipeline is triggered.
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Figure 7: Device angle relationships.

angles as calculated using equations 1 and 2). The solution can be further refined by using Studentized residuals to identify ranges and angles which are likely to have
large errors, and repeating the regression with those measurements discarded. The algorithm also creates an estimate of the standard error of the solution set, based
on the residuals of the final data used. This error estimate is essentially a measure of “goodness of fit,” and
can be used to discard location and orientation solution
sets which do not statistically fit the data supplied. These
techniques have previously been shown to work well in
positioning systems [27].
The positioning stage operates on all sensor information available in the model and produces new position
and orientation data for all devices represented in the
model at that point in time. Note that this data is described in relative coordinates referenced to the local
host on which the model is computed.
4.2.3 Abstraction
The third stage of the pipeline performs various abstractions on the quantitative output of the previous stage in
order to generate qualitative information. The relative
coordinates are transformed into qualitative relations that
encode spatial relationships, which are closer to human
concepts of space [6]. The abstraction stage computes
both angular and distal relations. The former operate on
the orientation information, and compute relations such
as left of based on angular deviation from a cardinal direction. The latter are computed from the coordinates using threshold values to partition distances into
categories such as nearby or far from. The output
of this stage hence consists of a set of static spatial re-

The inference stage deals with change over time. It takes
the output of the abstraction stage and compares the set
of relations to those contained in previous graphs in the
list. The inference process is based on first order logic
and generates a set of spatiotemporal relations such as
approaching or moving away [13]. It also identifies events such as the arrival of new nodes in the Relate
network or the departure of nodes. For example, a node
is assumed to have moved away from the Relate network
when no sensor data for the node has been registered over
a certain period of time. The computation of these relations constitutes the final step in the Relate graph generation cycle. After completion of this stage, the current
graph is timestamped. It remains stored in the model but
gets moved further back in the list as newer graphs are
added.

4.3 Host-specific configuration
Most of the information maintained in the Relate model
is derived from processing of sensor observations in the
pipeline described above. Some attributes however need
to be configured when a Relate host is first set up. These
include host type and dongle orientation with respect
to the host device. Relate users can set these attributes
through a graphical configuration tool. The tool allows
users to describe where the Relate dongle is physically
connected on their mobile device. This information is
required for correct spatial mapping of sensor observations, but cannot be known in general as different devices
have their USB connectors in different places.

5 Service Layer and Application
The service layer provides spatially-aware applications
with access to the Relate model. Three services are available. The event service implements an asynchronous
communication channel between the model and the application. It allows applications to subscribe to model updates and to receive associated event notifications. The
query service provides applications with read-only access to the model. Applications can read specific attribute values associated with nodes and relations or they
can get a copy of the entire model. The spatial communication service implements a spatially-aware group
communication mechanism for Relate applications.

Figure 8: The awareness tool provides participants in a meeting with a visualisation of the spatial arrangement of
devices and their users.

5.1 Event Service
To stay informed about the dynamic status of a Relate
network, Relate applications can subscribe to three different event types. Model events are generated whenever the spatial model has been updated. Applications
can subscribe to events informing them of updates of the
value of specific attributes of individual nodes or relations. Similarly, applications can also subscribe to receive a copy of the entire model whenever a change has
occurred. Spatial events are generated whenever the
spatial configuration of Relate devices changes in some
significant way. For example, applications can register
to receive notifications whenever the distance to another
device exceeds or falls below a specified threshold. Finally, network events are generated to inform applications about the condition of the Relate network. In particular, applications can register to be notified when a
device joins or leaves the network.
A spatial event subscription contains two arguments: a predicate and a notification mode. Predicates are expressions of spatial situations such as
distance(device1, device2) < 1 m. They
define in which situation a notification should be sent.
The notification mode determines how often a notification needs to be sent. There are two modes: once indicates that a notification should be sent only the first time
a predicate holds; continuous mode indicates a notification should be sent as long as the predicate holds. For
example, to be notified when a device comes within one
metre of the local device, an application would specify
the predicate distance(local, x) < 1 and notification mode once. (By definition, local is a built-in

constant referring to the local device, and x is a variable which refers to any device matching the criterion.)
To be notified repeatedly as long as there is a device
in front of the local device, the application would specify the condition in front of(local,x) with mode
continuous. The actual notification frequency depends on the update rate of the model, which in turn is
determined by the availability of new sensor data.

5.2 Query Service
The query service provides applications with read-only
access to the model. Applications can read attribute values of individual nodes or they can get a copy of the entire model. Examples of some query methods are as follows: getDeviceList() returns list of all available
devices; getDeviceCoordinates() returns coordinates of a device; and getDevicesInFront() returns devices in front of the current device.
These queries retrieve information from graphs stored
in the model. There is a time parameter in each call
which specifies which data should be retrieved: the most
recent graph can be accessed by specifying the constant
now, a positive number indicates an absolute timestamp
(for example “10h30m17s”) and a negative number indicates a relative time period (i.e. “-30s” refers to data that
is thirty seconds old). If there is no exact match between
the specified time and the timestamps of the graphs, the
graph whose timestamp is closest is selected.

5.3 Spatial Communication Service
The communication service realises an asynchronous
communication mechanism for Relate applications.
It provides a number of spatially-aware communication primitives that can be used to disseminate data between Relate devices.
For example,
send(host name, msg) sends a message to a single named device; sendFront(msg) sends a message to all devices currently in front of the local device;
and sendBeyondDistance(float, msg) sends
a message to all devices that are currently more than a
specified distance away from the local device.

5.4 Application Prototyping
An “awareness tool” can be used to provide users with
a visualisation of the arrangement of nearby Relate devices (figure 8). For example, the name of each device’s
owner or user can be displayed underneath the device.
Using this view, people can easily identify each other in
a meeting scenario where participants sit around a table
with their computers in front of them. This is relevant in
situations where participants may not know one another
by name.
The awareness tool makes use of the query and
event services.
At startup it requests a copy of
the complete model and builds the initial visualisation using the getDeviceList(now, ...)
and getDeviceCoordinates(now, ...) query
primitives. Then, it uses the event service to stay informed about the coordinates of each device and about
newly appearing or disappearing devices. To subscribe to
the coordinates of all devices the tool uses the following
subscription: predicate coordinate(x) with mode
continuous. To receive a notification when a device enters or leaves the Relate network, the tool can use
the following two subscriptions: appearing(x) and
disappearing(x) (in both cases with mode once).
Note that the awareness tool does not require IP connectivity between devices. All information displayed is
communicated over the dongle network, including the
user name.
Building on the view provided by the awareness tool,
we have prototyped a Relate file transfer application. It
allows users to copy files between computers having IP
connectivity. The user interface is divided into two panels (figure 9). The left panel is a file browser which is
used to select a file on the local computer. The right panel
shows the awareness tool view, i.e. the spatial arrangement of nearby Relate devices. Here the user selects the
device where the file should be transferred to. The file
transfer is initiated by clicking the ’Transfer File’ button.
Files are copied to a fixed destination folder on the target

Figure 9: Spatial file transfer

machine.
The visualisation of the spatial arrangement simplifies
the task of selecting a target computer. In particular, the
user does not need to know the IP address or name of the
computer to which he or she wants to connect. Instead,
the graphical visualisation of the spatial arrangement of
devices enables the user to compare what they see in the
real world (the computers on the table) with what they
see on the display. Using the spatial arrangement as the
selection criteria is more intuitive than traditional methods of selecting a computer (manually typing an IP address or selecting a computer name from a list) and it
works in cases where the name or address of the target
computer is not known by the user.
This application makes use of all three services. The
visualisation is generated using the query and event services (as described above); the file transfer is performed
using the spatial communication service.

6 System Evaluation and Discussion
Tests were performed to characterise the performance of
the Relate system. Using five laptops equipped with Relate dongles, measurements were taken on a 2.4 × 1.6 m
surface in an indoor office environment, shown in figure 10. The laptops used were as follows: two Dell Inspirons and an Acer tablet PC running Windows XP, one
Dell Inspiron running Linux, and an Apple iBook running Mac OS X.
For every experiment, each laptop was placed at a randomly generated location and orientation. The actual locations and orientations of the dongles were measured
manually with the aid of a reference grid on the surface. The system was then allowed to run for about seven
minutes, with positioning model evaluations being triggered every half second on each computer. A software

the tendency of acoustic waves to bend around obstructions can lengthen the measured time-of-flight, reduce
the received signal strength, and cause the received pulse
shape to vary from the expected shape of a direct-path
pulse. Second, the receiver is more likely to identify
multipath signals (i.e. reflections) as the valid ranging
pulse.

Figure 10: The system was evaluated in experiments using five laptops equipped with Relate dongles.

tool which accesses the raw measurements and models
through the Relate service layer was used to log the data
during the course of each experiment.
In all, over one hundred such experiments were performed. In half of the experiments, the randomlygenerated locations and orientations were selected using the constraint that the dongles all have line-of-sight
to one another. USB ports on mobile computers are
often placed on outward-facing edges, and the dongles
protrude by about five centimetres, making line-of-sight
achievable in many situations. Nonetheless, it is important to also characterise poor line-of-sight conditions.
Thus, the other half of the experiments were conducted
with limited line-of-sight between the dongles. For each
of these experiments, three out of the ten possible lines
of sight between the five dongles were blocked due to the
orientation of the laptops.

6.1 Sensor layer
This subsection presents results characterising aspects of
the Relate sensor layer.
6.1.1 Raw measurement error
Figure 11 shows the error distribution of the raw range
and angle-of-arrival measurements reported by the Relate dongles to their hosts. In good line-of-sight (LOS)
conditions, the raw measurements are accurate to within
9 cm and 33° in 90% of cases. As with any ultrasonic
ranging device, limited line-of-sight conditions cause a
degradation in performance; error in these cases is about
11 cm and 48° with 90% confidence. When line-of-sight
between two devices is fully or partially blocked, several factors can contribute to measurement error. First,
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Figure 11: Raw measurement error distributions.

6.1.2 Successful transmission rate
As described in section 3.2, seven 13 ms radio slots are
used by each dongle during its transmission sequence.
Since the dongles share their views of the network state,
each dongle knows how many other dongles are in the
system, and waits the required time for the others to
transmit before attempting to transmit again. With perfect RF connectivity between the five dongles used in the
experiments, a delay of about 450 ms between successive
transmissions for a given dongle would be expected.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the actual times between ultrasonic transmissions. Although the median of
the distribution is almost exactly the expected 450 ms,
there is some variation due to imperfect RF communication between the dongles. The range of the RFM
transceivers used in the dongles is nominally thirty metres indoors. However, this relies upon the use of a certain length antenna, and no nearby obstructions which
may cause RF attenuation or multipath. Our implementation utilises a relatively short antenna to minimise obtrusiveness, and the dongles are placed on a surface which
tends to further degrade radio communication.
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Figure 12: Distribution of the times between the ultrasonic transmissions of all dongles during all experiments.
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Figure 13: Relative location error distributions.

Twenty “start-up” experiments were performed to explore how long it takes for newly activated dongles to
join the Relate network. In these tests, one host device
was chosen at random to shut down its dongle. The dongle was then subsequently re-started by the host, in order
to simulate a dongle that has just been plugged in. In
95% of cases, the other four dongles in the system successfully detected a radio trigger packet from the newlyjoined dongle within 3.7 s after it was started up. The
start-up sequence need only be executed once per session, and the delay is well within reasonable expectations
for peripheral start-up times—typical USB devices take
several seconds to be recognised by the operating system.

Percentage of orientation results with error less than abscissa

6.1.3 Start-up delay
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6.2 Model layer
In this subsection, the performance of the model layer is
characterised. The abstractions and qualitative spatial relationships computed in the model rely upon the relative
location and orientation results of the non-linear regression algorithm. Thus, the bulk of the analysis presented
here focuses on the regression results.
6.2.1 Location and orientation estimation
As mentioned in section 4.2.2, the regression algorithm
uses Studentized residual analysis to aid in eliminating
range and angle-of-arrival measurements which do not fit
well with the other measurements. This means that the
relative location and orientation results returned by the
algorithm have the potential to be more accurate than the
raw range and angle-of-arrival measurements reported by

Figure 14: Relative orientation error distributions.
The plots for “good LOS” and “limited LOS” show
the regression algorithm’s error when operating on the
data reported by each host’s dongle independently for
the two line-of-sight cases. As described in section 3.4,
each dongle relays over USB (1) measurements it has
taken using its transducers and (2) measurements taken
by other dongles which they have broadcast over the dongle network. The performance of the two line-of-sight
cases is summarised in table 2. As expected, the best
performance is to be had when good line-of-sight conditions exist. In such cases, the estimates are better than
7 cm and 25° for 90% of the results returned.
Sets of location and orientation estimates which had
a high standard error (section 4.2.2) were rejected by

the algorithm, and no location/orientation updates were
made in the model layer. Limited line-of-sight conditions
cause the algorithm to return location and orientation estimates with acceptable standard error about 70% of the
time, as shown in the last column of table 2. Location
and orientation estimates made during good line-of-sight
conditions were more successful, with the regression algorithm returning a result about 88% of the time.

the measurements. Since the regression algorithm uses
the residuals of the measurements to gauge their correctness, one appropriate strategy would be for the regression algorithm to flag measurements having large Studentized residuals. If a particular measurement is repeatedly flagged during several consecutive regression evaluations, it could be struck from the model altogether in
order to decrease the number of solutions rejected by the
algorithm during subsequent evaluations.

6.2.2 Moving devices
Accurate, up-to-date location and orientation information is particularly important when devices are on the
move. As part of each experiment, a randomly chosen
laptop was moved from one location to another on the
surface. The approximate time at which the laptop came
to a stop was logged, in addition to the dongle’s new
location and orientation on the surface. In about 15%
of the motion experiments, the relative positioning solutions were rejected because they had high standard error
estimates. However, in the motion experiments where a
valid solution was returned, 70% returned an accurate set
of readings within one second after the laptop had come
to rest, 90% within five seconds, and 95% within six seconds.

6.3 Discussion
This subsection highlights several issues for further discussion.
6.3.1 Signal processing limitations
The accuracy of the range measurements reported by the
dongles is limited by the sampling and computational
constraints of the PIC microcontroller. A production version of the system might use faster sampling hardware
and a microcontroller more suited to signal processing;
this would allow pulse coding and matched filtering techniques to be used to achieve typical range accuracies of
3 cm or better.
6.3.2 Improving the fraction of readings returned
Limited line-of-sight conditions affect the rate that new
location and orientation updates are applied to the model,
since the regression algorithm rejects far more of its computed solutions due to a high standard error estimate. Often, a set of successive regression evaluations are rejected
because a number of measurements held in the model
are erroneous, and it takes some time for either (1) the
measurement to be replaced by a newer, more accurate
one, or (2) for the measurement to become old enough
to be deleted from the model. Currently, the regression
algorithm gives no direct feedback to the model about

6.3.3 Scalability
The dongle protocol is designed to support systems of
up to twenty dongles, and we have experimentally verified with ten dongles that the system continues to function as expected. However, because the system operation utilises a time-division scheme, its responsiveness
begins to suffer when there are larger numbers of dongles present. For example, in a system with thirty dongles, each would only transmit about every four seconds.
This can produce quite long delays for up-to-date location estimates to be returned, especially if line-of-sight
between the dongles is limited.
6.3.4 Kalman filtering
As described previously, our implementation of the
model layer gathers a number of measurements and every so often evaluates location and orientation using nonlinear regression. Although many sets of measurements
stored in the model cover a short span of time (typically
less than a second), there is still a non-negligible latency
between each successive measurement. A constant feed
of measurements such as this (often described as “singleconstraint-at-a-time”) is a classic application for Kalman
or particle filters. Such methods may be able to provide
better continuity between successive location and orientation estimates, since locations and orientations would
be updated appropriately with each incoming measurement, and the time difference between measurements
would be properly taken into account.

7 Related Work
The Relate system described in this paper is distinct in
its capability to provide fine-grained, peer-to-peer relative positioning for mobile devices. However, the work
is closely related to a number of research efforts which
are concerned with sensing and modelling to support
spatially-aware behaviour.
An overview of location systems and technologies for
mobile and ubiquitous computing is given in [8]. Many
of the available location technologies and systems provide information at metre– or room-level accuracy which

Good LOS
Limited LOS

Table 2: Model layer accuracy summary.
Ninetieth percentile
Ninety-fifth percentile
Location Orientation Location Orientation
6.9 cm
25°
8.7 cm
30°
8.6 cm
26°
13.0 cm
35°

has been shown to be useful for a wide range of mobile tasks, including discovery of device and user colocation within a certain space or area [14, 22]. However, only a few systems reported to date are capable of
providing more fine-grained spatial information to devices and users that are already co-located, as targeted
by our system. This includes systems using computer
vision [3, 15], ultra-wide band radio [4] and ultrasonic
ranging [18, 19, 27]. As discussed in the introduction, these systems have the disadvantage of being reliant
upon infrastructure deployed in the environment.
DOLPHIN is a location system that utilises peer-topeer positioning of sensor nodes to provide a more flexible sensing infrastructure in comparison to other indoor
location systems [16]. The DOLPHIN devices are particularly similar to the Relate dongles in that they perform
bidirectional ultrasonic ranging. In terms of hardware,
the DOLPHIN design focuses on omnidirectional range
measurements whereas the Relate dongles are optimised
for approximately co-planar operation. Relate dongles
can also measure pulse angle-of-arrival which helps to
more tightly constrain the regression solution, as well as
provide orientation information.
In terms of overall system operation, DOLPHIN has
two attributes: (1) each node computes only its own location using its own ranging measurements, and (2) the location results produced are absolute, based on a minimal
number of reference nodes placed in the environment. In
contrast, a Relate dongle collects measurements reported
by other dongles (in addition to its own) and passes these
to its host, which is responsible for computing purely relative positioning results for all devices in the system. As
a result of their contrasting methods of operation, the ad
hoc protocols employed by the two systems are fundamentally different.
Close in spirit to our work are a number of approaches
that are focused on relative positioning as opposed to absolute location. Approaches to modelling proximity in
mobile computing utilise Bluetooth and IrDA device discovery, WiFi cell ID, or radio signal strength. Systems
range from bespoke awareness devices that alert proximity of “friends” [7, 11] to more general frameworks such
as the NearMe wireless proximity server [14]. NearMe
uses WiFi signals to model device and user proximity by
comparing their lists of detected base stations and their
signal strengths. An advantage of NearMe is that it does

Fraction of
readings returned
87.9%
70.7%

not require additional dedicated sensors but the accomplished accuracy is metre-scale.
The Relate system design emphasises provision of a
complete framework from the sensor layer through the
model layer to application services. In this respect, it
shares an overall approach with the Sentient Computing
project [1], the Location Stack [9], and NearMe [14].

8 Conclusion
The Relate system extends mobile computing devices
with a distinct new capability, enabling them to directly
establish their spatial relationships when they become
co-located. Mobile computers that are augmented with
a Relate dongle and software system can acquire finegrained information about their position and orientation relative to other devices nearby, without need for
any infrastructure installed in the environment. This is
achieved by the packaging of ultrasonic sensing technology in a novel way as a USB dongle ready for use with
everyday mobile computers.
A key feature of the system is the vertical integration, going from the sensor network layer through spatial modelling to provision of a set of application services. This encompasses a variety of methods arranged
in a data processing pipeline to extract quantitative as
well as qualitative spatial information at various levels of
abstraction. The targeted application settings are multidevice and multi-user interaction, and we have included
examples in this paper to illustrate how applications can
be built on top of the Relate system.
Our experimental results have shown that the sensor
and model layers provide relative location and orientation estimates at an accuracy and update rate appropriate
for the scenarios we envision; the 90% accuracy is about
8 cm and 25°, and up-to-date estimates can be produced
several seconds after a device has been moved.
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More detail on Smart-Its Particles is available at http://
particle.teco.edu/.
2 The particular dongles we describe in this paper assume that the
USB port on the host device is oriented horizontally, but implementations for vertical USB ports are equally feasible.
3 The size of the network state table and the number of measurements broadcast increase with the number of dongles in the system. To
be able to transmit this information fully, dongles dynamically change
the number of RF slots used depending on the number of dongles
present. For example, two slots are utilised by systems with up to ten
dongles, whereas systems with eleven to nineteen dongles utilise three
slots.

